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wbos~ husband, ah ••••• ,D. S. :
D.H. :
1e are interviewing ~rs. Dorothy Housh,
was in charge of~~•••••
~~~~~~
Flint Hill, Little Washington, Madison, Ida Valley, ah • • • •
~uray, ah •••• Elkton, ••••• let's see, is that all? I
think. ~
D.t.: He supervised the entire)program?
D.H.: Yes, here.
D.S.: Then it would have been Wolftown also.
).H.: Vhere they moved the families from what is now the National
Park. All the families that were living there were moved
down in an area that was close to where they livedo That
is why we have all these different settlements.
D.S.: Yes.
D.H.: And, so they wouldn't be moved too far away •.•••
1) -C.: Ri gh t 0
D.H.: •••••• from the places they had been accustomed to.
D.S.: Uhhuh.
D.H.: And, all the houses, I think they were, many of them had
two doors, I don't know why. They seem to like to have
two doors in front, so that- they (laughing) ••••••
D.S.: (I aughing) That's cute.
D.lI. : •••• wouldn't have to walk in the same room and ~ they,
seem to be very happy with them.
D.S.: Uhhuh.
D.H. : And-a, ••••
D•• : ~ho did the construction work on these, did they hire local
people?
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D.H.: I couldn't, I don't, yes, they probably did •••• in each
section. Then in each section, that they bought up, there
would usually be a nice home. And that would be for ••• a,
a ••• , for one of the family that had more children.
D.f.: Ah, I see.
D.H.: One that would haps have a little more education too.
D.S.: row this looks like a really fine home.
D.H.: Now this is, •••• yes, yes, this is an old homestead. Ah,
a ••• That's what I said, each section, they usually had
one nice home. And-a, •••••
D.S.: Uhhuh.
D.H.: •••• they would put a family that they felt was really
responsible and would really take care of it.
D.S.: Yea, right.
D.H.: But, and course many of them, nOl this was in 36, that, I
think
1
started See where they werethats when they it, yes.
just building them?
D.S.: Yes.
D.II. : In 1936. • • • • • I didn't recognize that. Now here is a
house that is almost through. And-a ••••
D.S.: These are very nice looking homes. A lot of them are still
D.H. :
standing now.
Oh yes! And, then nOl since theY~hem, people
could buy another house and add to theirs, and that's
what many did, that stayed on the farm. !'!any.eif~
7I'~ ~vb~ ') ~w
usa to~e vhat they called a ~~b~jBtem family, where the
man could work •
D.C..: Oh!
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D.I·.: 2e had less acreage, acreage. Pow many of those had been
a{)~~glf~v, ,
D.S.: Uhhuh.
D.H.: lIany of them didn't Vlork out, and left. And, many of them
stayed and have done real well, and have enlarged their farms
and so on. But I can remember over in Ida Valley, they had
bathrooms in the houses, and (laughed) one family (laughed)
kept their coal in the bath (laughed), bath tub.
(All laughed)
D.H.: They weren't accustomed to that. (laughing)
D.r.: (laughing) They didn't Knov vhat that vas.
D.S.: Po • ••••• Yea.
D.H.: So they thought it was a good place to keep the coal in the
house.
D.C.: (laughed)
D.H.: And-a, let's see if vie can •••••• , now here is anothor ••••
Oh, this is a ••....
D.S.: A school building.
D.H.: This is over in Greene County.
D.S.: Yea.
D.H.: And that was an ole school building they used. it for crafts
and different things. TJow the Ida Valley was sot up a little
different than any other. They set it up after the French
farr1ing. Everybody • • • • •
D.C.: Ah, in Ida Valley?
D.H.: Ida Valley, right here. And-a, ••• ah, they came ••••• , the
houses vere all kind-a like in a small group or community
and then the farms were outside.
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D.S.: Uhhuh.
D.II.: So everyday_ they went out and worked their farms and came
in at nights, like the French fashion. And-a
D.t.: lVho's idea:t was that?
D.E. : Oh, ah, I can't think.
jV(P If _
las it a Tudwell, or was he in • • • •
whoever was in at the head, the ••••
D.C.: In Jashington?
D.T:.: Yes. I believe, vias that the name,
D.~;. : Tudwell sounds right.
D. YT • : TUdwell, I am not sure now. ••••• But, this nmJ has been
taken over by a furniture company. They bought it.
D.S.: Oh, uhhuh.
D.1~.: And-a, but they did a lot of craft work there. They had
put out some nice thines.
D.S.: Uhhuh. Things like baskets and •••.
D.B.: lell that, but they made furniture like: wastebaskets, and
stools, all those stools that you see \/i th the \' oven •••• a,
r.t.: This vas the furniture company?
D.II.: Yes. The furniture, they did furniture and all.
D.S.: Uhhuh.
D.H.: :T OW these are all old places on the Greene COllnty tract.
D.S.: Uhhuh.
D.B.: This is the residence, an old residence, and-a ••••
D.S.: T,OW there was a nice home.
D.H.: Yes, uhuh •
•S.: Ah, and some people would be moved into something like that?
D.B.: Yes, •• yes, they vould yeep the houses. They, whatever
houses were ••
D.S.: Are these the empty houses?
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D.H.: 0ell they were sold, you see, they were bought. The
government bought then, then the people moved out.
D.S.: I see.
D.II.: And, so then they moved the people from the mountain. So
So you sec there Dere quite a fe~
D.t.: lhatever houses were there they just used those and built
others?
D.S.: Uhhuh.
D.h.: Yes, yes, uhhuh.
D.t.: I wondered, you mentioned some jealousY9 I wondered if there
was any jealousy of the people that got those big houses?
D.H.: 1.0, I don't think so. I, a ... There didn't seem to be.
Ie never heard anything.
D.t..: I suppose the people, someone Dith a large f mily might
move into one of those.
D.H.: Yes, yes, you know you can always find someone that seems
a little more responsible, have a little more experience.
And, so these are all houses that ••••••
D.S.: They were very nice homes too.
D.H.: Yes, uhhuh.
D.S. :
D.] .: And the people are still living in them, they have done
alright.
D.S.: Yes.
D. T • : These are just, ••••• this is all I da Valley. Oh here,
here vIe are.





Darwin said it would be a stack about like that.
(,AJIJe-r1;t!~
Oh, I don't know, wea~her, that may be all I have. I don't
know. Ah •••••
jD~ I think he was thinking of more detail records, possible,
that might be in existance. But if I could borrow this I'll
copy this for him and get it back to you.
D.H.: lVell. It's ••••••
~~: Oh, I see, he has given just initials of the people of
families and comments about them.
Dtli : ·Yes. Uhhuh.
J'~: Probably if someone saw that they might not know who it was.
D.H.: Uhhuh. 'lell, were you especially interested in knowing the
names of the people,
::R 4: Ah ••••.
D. s. : Yes, he wanted any information that ......
jD~: Any information will be of interest and I'll make a copy of
that for him and return it to you, if I could. I don't know
if he was that interested in names of individuals rather than
the process that went on.
D.H.: :'0. Uhhuh.
D.S.: Good heavens, there were lots of problems weren't there?
D.B.: Yes, there were problems.
D.S.: Yes.
D.H. : You know ••••••
~~: Your husband, I guess, had to deal with a lot of those
problems?
D.H.: Yes, ah, they were people •••• He was, I think that was one
of his great trait, he was a very diplomatic person and he
could talk to anyone ••••••• on their level.
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~4: He must have been a very unusal person to deal with ••••••
D.H.: Yes, yes.
::1>&: ••••. this individuals.
D.p.: I went with him a lot to, they had community meeting in
these places, and I would go a lot. I am sure, if they
are alive, they would remember me •
. 5.: Uhhuh.
-::J} e- : Oh, he must have been wonderful vii th people.
D.H.: Uhhuh. I would visit in the homes, and I can visit with
anyone. It doesn't mak ~ any difference weather they was
in my generation or in another one, or ~hat class they were
in I could talk to them.
'Jl & : Well, that's a \'JonderfuJ.f} tribu te to have.
D.S.: Really is.
D.H. : And, I think ••••. I vould go into the homes while he "'lIas
out with the men on the farms, and-a, ah ••.• I just talked
With the people, exchanged ideals. They were, they were nice
people, so generous. They would give me butter, you know,
hams, and you know, and corn, . , apples, and-a,
just real generous, good-hearted people.
D.S.: That's what I've been saying. Despite all that is written
down here, they had their own morals, but they stuck to them.
D.H.: Yes o Uhhuh.
D.S.: And, as long as you stick to what you feel is correct,
make no different if you kill a person, as long as you feel
that you are morally right and everyone in the community


















They were gentle people really.
Well, they say they were descendants of the English, and
they still have a , you know, lots of the words and customs
they had.
Righ t.
~ell, they worked hard. I mean they had to erub out. I •••
Did you ever hear any Elizabethan terms?
Oh, I suppose I have, but I don't remember.
Uhhuh, because I know •••.•••
I know they have them, yes, uhhuh. At the time I can
remember people had ••• One women that, she was from the
hill, she wasn't one of the homesteaders, but she was a
mountain woman. You know, they get, their skin gets so
brown and wrinkled and hard looking. But, she use to come
and help me in my garden 00 •••
Uhhuh.
And, ah •••• , I know she had a lot of terms. I don't
remember, all I can recall right now of hearing her say, I
don't know, I don't know it would be, •••• I don't think it
would be Elizabethan or a term they just conjured up, but
she talked about whooping ••• , whooping a snake to death.
Ah. (Laughed)
She would take a stick and she would whoop it.
(All laughed)
~hen they go picking, you know, they would always eo up in
the mountains to pick blackberries, or cherries, and ••••
Huckleberries and ••••
She would whoop the snakes.
(Laughed) Poor snakes.
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D.H.: Uhhuh. lets see, sometimes you would get some of them
they were very hard headed too. I remember it would be
~very difficult to get some of them out of the houses. ~hey
were~
-::J (J: '1hen they \'Jere to move.
D.::. : I mean into the farm security homes.
Y(]: Huh ..
D. TI .. : .'Jhen they failed, they had to put them out. You see if they
didn't look after the place and didn't, iA1" plow the ground,
neglected it •••• they, naturally were not entitled to stay.
One family was vfD:Y hard. She-a, .Ir. Housh had the sheriff
and someone else to go out there, and she came to the door,
and someone could see in the back, and said to be very
careful she had a gun in the back of the door. And she
would have used ito
::t e. : Uhhuh.
D.r.: They were over on the rIadison tract.
D.S.: Uhhuh.
~~: But they did get them out some how?
D.H.: Oh yes, they got them out. Uhhuh. But • • • 0
~~: They had then to prove up on this deal.
D.H.: Yes. Oh, yes, they had to take care of it or otherwise they
wouldn't be allowed to stay. And-a,
D.S.: Now, this ••• , was this where they were relocated to?
Look as if this person got a brooder house and a barn.
D.H. : fell, I don't .......
D.S.: Another barn, a servant quarters.
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D.H.: Well, these are probably some of the older plantations,
you know, that they bought up.
D.S.: That's what I was wondering, did they buy this or ••• This
wasn't in the mountain, was it?
D.lI.: Well this was Rappahannock •••• here ~adison•••••Rappahannock,
now just. Is that?
'Y(2: l'Jorth, that's north of Hadison.
D.H.: Yes.
~t:: Sperryville.
D.H.: Yes. Uhhuh. Yes.
~~: I suppose if there was these old buildings on the property
they bought, they would just use them?
D.H.: Yes they did. So, naturally they would. They just wouldn't
want to tear down a good home •••••
D.H. : • • • • • • And-a, so they could move some of thG families into
D.S.:
it.
Here is another one has a poultry house on ~J?'~
Insurance Tract.
D. II.: I believe they had a lot of land over there. I believe
they still have some, if I'm not mistaken.
~~: And the government bought up this property for this purpose?
D.H. : Yes • • • • Uhhuh.
D.S.: I see.
::»ft: So, many of the families that lived up Big I1eadows ••• was
located in Elkton and Madison County.
D.H.: Uhhuh, right.
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D.L.: And-a, noIT this, I, I know the name of the family that moved
into that. I think they still occupy it. And every year,
I think, they still have their lamb steIT or whatever it is,
they cook a whole sheep and have all the people come in
and bring other things, and they have that.
D.S.: Is their names Hopkins?
D.H.: j,o,l'o. That's the Hopkin's residence, that's in "Rockingham
County, this is Iiadison.
D.S.: Yes.
D. H. : But those people out here _---a I have visited in so
many of these homes. Some of them Here just beautiful
inside. The one over, I believe, it's either at Flint
r=ill or :'i t tle ,. ashington, it had
~n the wall ••.•..
~~: Oh, for heaven's sake!
• • • • still had the
D.H. : ......
saw •
And the most beautiful circular stair way you ever
.::1'a.: l h, this vIas one of the old houses taken over?
D. T.: Uhhuh. I •••• , I think in the beginning they had someone
that vas kind~of a supervisor to live in one of those ••••
~~: In each group?
D.I .: Yes ..





Oh, yes. Uhhuh. There are people in Elkton.
Uhhuh.
£}Lnce
l~OW, now of course there are typical ~r8oD, see hoVi they
raise corn out here in these rocks. You know they tell a
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story about ho~ they lift up the rock and put the corn
under it, put it down again.
D.S.: Yep, they say you can see the corn grow.
D.H. : yes •••• you see ••••
D.S.: Yep.
D.n.: See there, look a-there.
2t!-. : :leaven sake! It's amazing!
D. T .: Loo there, well, you've seen places like that. Here's
another one.
1) a: Free State Hollow•
•F. : I don't know, does it give any ?.....
D.S.: John Tichols.
.1 • : Fichols, yes, Uhhuh, they \Jere a nice famil .... I ere's
a man, of course, they were great hunters. They always
had dogs, you know. ~ook good care of their dogs •
•S.: Look at that pascal of dogs. (~aughed)
D.!=.: Yes. There's the (rive/.
D.S.: Yes. Uhhuh.
. .. These are wonderful photographs.
D.h.: Uhhuh. Pow here ••• , now hero shows a settler, you know,
with his ••••• , his little house there.
D.S.: Uhhuh.
D.:T .: You kno~, some of these I ITouldn't know what they were.
Looks like ,a going down the mountain.
D.S.: Yes, looks like cOITling down this mountain.
D.::.: Just out in the country. Here is a country road, but it may
have to just a road going up the mountain, I guess.




D.: T .: Yes, just a horn.e there. This mu.st be •••..
J> Cr-: Looks like l:adison Run road on the other side.
D.!:.: Oh, this is odson. :'o\'!, they, there 'las • •• , they lived
in one of the nice homes. The Jodsons, no\'! they were, and
the girls, one of them became a teacher. They, they were
a wonderful family, they believed in progress.
D.S.: They did, yes.
D. H.: I;oVl this •••• ~:ow I guess this is the falls ••••• , White
Oak Falls. This shows the dead oaks. The • • • • •
D.S.: Dead chestnuts. Yes. Ah ••••• Ah •••• Yes.
D. T!.: l~OW this is just a trail.
:17~: Vere the chestnuts pretty \'fell gone about the time these
people were moving out?
._1.: Yes.
!>
~~: The blite already hit earlier hadn't it?
D.H.: Yes, you see •••• , the drive \'las put through there and
and remember they used all that dead chestnut to build
alJ the concessions up there, and furniture up there.
:fie.: Yes, right.
D.~.: The all, the
ye..: They just got that \'lood from these dead trees?
D.H.: Yes. ~he cottages and everything they made of the •••••
:J) d. : Right, the original chestnut is still there in some of those
old buildings.
D.li.: The chestnut, Uhhuh.
-rfi'&>73
So, I guess this book is just of the • These may be
some they considered and didn't buy, I don't know.
D.S.:




These are all jockingham County.
Uhhuh. This is ::?ockingham, I think they fere •••• , here is
Ida Valley. These things are all comin out ••••• I'll have
to fix that up.
This is a completed house.







I mean, that on different places. now on the Elkton tract,
I think, they all were painted yellow.
Oh, this is where they remodeled that Saunder's house in
Ida Valley.
They painted them all the same color in each tract?
Yes, all the saille, yellow with white trim ••••••• See, a
lot of this, we went over in 1938, see.
Uhhuh.
I'll take and do something with this. This must have been
this mucilage or something they put these on with, it don't
last.
-:PC: 1'0, it doesn't.
D.H.: I'll get something better than that.





~!e were talking to people yesterday that tol us that.
D.r.: Here is Dr. rrank C. Panderham out there breaking ground
at Ida Jalley unit.




- 15 -2)"This must be •••••• this is the Weaver's estate
too, sec that.
D.S.: Yea. Uhhuh.
D.H.: Had a lot of • • • • •
D.S.: llad a barn, he had two tenant houses, and servant quarters.
D.ll.: Uhhuh, at one time it was quite a place, wasn't it?
D.S.: Right.
D.E.: You see, we have two slave houses here.
~~: Oh, do you?
D.B.: This, this right where you are sitting was part of the slave
house.
D.ll.: The bottom, the fireplace is just exactally the way they had
it. And, this other one over here is a slave house too.
Most of the places around did have slaves.
-;p(J.: Yes, especially on this side of the ridge.
D.S.: Yes.
D.F.: Yes.
D.S.: Yes, T1ary's T:1ock. Uhhuh.
~~: ~ere the people moved down a few at a time, or did they move
quite a few right at the same time?
D.E. : no, I believe they were all moved vlhen the houses were
finished.
~Cl: They tried to move them all at once?
D.lT.: Yes, it looked as though they were working on all of them.
D.S.: From what I understand it, they couldn't move them all at
once because as they moved them out th~y tore the houses







down. Ah, they would move, maybe, two families at a time.
Uhhuh.
Ah, if they didn't tear them down the people came right
back. (Laughed)
Yes. Uhhuh.
Or that is what I heard.




You know things like that was done.
As soon as they left, soneome else would come in
Yes.
Yes, that is why the eee tore them down.
Fave you read that book by Pollock?
Yes.
Yes.
Now you know what he told.
Right.
And that was exactally, you know, the way things would
happen.
That's the way it was.
So, I think that's why they tore the things down right
away, because they didn't want someone else to come in •
I:ove in right after them?
Yes.
Yes, or •••• , you know the government is very stric~


















D.H.: It's •••• , even if it isn't even worth while, they •••
you can't buy it, you can't.
Yes, they will destroy it, weather •••••
D.H.: Yes, they'll destroy it •••• , weather then you 'buy.
"::J>~ : Had your husband been in this area before this job or did
he come just for this job?
D.f.: He came for/his, he was, at the time, he was atRedhouse,
down i~ ••••• , no, not Redhouse ••••• , down in •••••• He
was in Tennessee, ah, a settlement there. And-a, then he
came from there.
Jlt1: Just for this project?
D.q.: /e came, before fe came •••• , to this project •••• we •••
we, he was in ~organtown •••• , with the farm in Morgantown,
with the Farm Security Administration.
:P. C. : West Virginia?
D.H.: West Virginia. Then we moved from •••• , from ~organtown
to •••• , to over to ~lkton.
~~: It must have been quite a challenging job, wasn't it?
D.H.: Yes. (Laughed)
~c:: Probably didn't know what he was get tin into.
D.lI.: Well, he ••• , of course, worked.
:V~: Oh, your husband had done similar work before. I see.
D. H. : Ah, see when we were married ..... , Chester Vias with a larger,
The ~n Range Railroad Company, who had a lot of land
in northern Minnesota. They ~tJ~6~7tT from6i1. settlers in
different parts ••• 0., a lot of them came from Chicago
and many foreign; French and Austrian, and all • • • • • And,
to settle. So he did have some kind of experience.
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:J ~ : ~e had a background then, Sure, right.
D. J.. : That he had these, Czechoslovakians and .......
.:P~: '"'ell, this no dought helped him in this job, that experience.
D.S.: Yes, Uhhuh.
D.H.: So.
:9~: Someone coming in fresh would have probably done them in.
D.H.: (Laughed) gell, I don't know, it seems like he ••••• , of
course, we had a good organization, and people. ~e had
good people to work with him ••• in the office and all.
~:
.::Pe: Eo" large of staff did he have?
D.B.: Well, I think, let see, they had •••• , Mozelle, at the time •••
was his, you might call her a Homo ~conomist. ''lell, I
suppose~~1~ I didn't know too much about this.
Ch, I'm going to take this and get them all 0.0.
:1~: Yos, why you had thorn near t.e captions, that is important.
D.II.: These are marked on tho back, see.
~~: Oh,that's goon ••• , someone really •...•
D.S.: But, not all of them. Juh-Tn, o.
D.I-~.: ro, not all of them, but these are. But I'll, I think
trey a~G, one's out, I see. They have come loose from the
binding. But .....
D.S.: Yes, see, now that dinn't have anything on the back.
D. T:. : Yes there is a mark.
D.S.: No t~at's just a print mark.
D.I.: Yes, but that's right here, I'll try to leave them in tho •••
Ashby Atkins, Finch, 1)odson, this must be out at T'lint Fill ,
1'/ashington ••••• , little l:Jashington.
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D.S.: Yea.
') ••• : Here in~
J.S.: Tp in the mountain.
D. T.: Uhhuh. Here's •• don't say what that is even.
D.S.: Just was called - Blue ~idge Family.
0h, I'm sorry.
~.E.: This must be, this must be a family.
D.S.: Ashby Cabin, Thorton Piver Valley •••••• Thorton Diver
Valley? Oh.
JP~: I see a lot of these people barefooted. Do they go bare-
footed quite a bit?
D.} • : Yes, yes • • • saved on shoes.
~a: Uhhuh.
D.~r.: You know they were poor. They were poor •
.2 c.: Yes
D.S. : Uhhuh.
D., .: But a ••••• Took at this sled they drew, I don't see how
they could use that Vlithout •• snow••• 0 1,001: at them, see
loading that, that was a big load on there.
D.S.: That sure was.
D.:I. : IIuh, they didn't have wch, I'll tell you that.
~(71'PtJ L'I ~~
Poor horseAhad to pull that w' ~boy that was riding on it.
(Laughing)
~lere some of the people glad to move off the mountain or
was some of them pretty upset?
D. T!.: "/ell, I think i t ~/as quite a change for them.





I think so, that is why I think prehaps people ••
neighbors, that had been neighbors, you see, didn't make
it quite so bad.
They got to be together again.
Yes that ••••
In the same general community.
Yes, Uhhuh. You see the people that was in Big Meadows,
they went down to Luray.
Uhhuh.
And they, we ••• I don't , ••• , I was trying to think where
the •••• , where the people from Elkton were, they probably
were up here on the mountain. This was probably •••• ,
South ~ive~ and-a •••••
Did any go to 1Volftown?
Oh, right.
l,vol ftown?
South River, ~olftown, yes, they had one at ~olftown and
Madison, I think. ~ere there two there?
Uhhuh.
You say your husband had meetin with them ". to discuss ••
Oh yes, community meeting
Bas this to discuss, problems and complaints?
Problems they had, TIhhuho
Was this after they moved out?
And he would go out and just visit with them, with the
individuals.






























Try to work out some of their problems.
They were all moved when we came, you know.
They had already moved?
Oh yes, they had already moved. Yes the settlements
were all here, 38 was when we came, 34 was when they
started this.
Oh, I see.
It was relatively new?
Yes.
Do you remember some of their main complaints? Some of
the worst problems he had to deal with? He must had a
great variety.
I don't know. Oh, let me see if I can think of anything.
I don't know, they seem to be given things.
Did they object to living so close to each other? They
had always been so far apart.
~ell, they didn't, the places weren't too close together,
you know, they had to have enough acreage •••••.
Uhhuh.
You know, to do a little farming. Except the ones that
had one, what you called the subdistrict. Most of them
had five acres or something, where they had a garden and or
a patch here for some cattle, their cows, and th~ir pigs.
Then they worked, see then they eot them jobs like in
Elkton, they worked around in the town.
I see.
But then where the others was suppose to have enough for
crops then ••••• , corn or whatever was •••••
• • • • • •
••••
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D.S.: Did they object to loosing their springs? Do you recall?
D.F.: lVell, they couldn't move those.
D.S.: Yea.
D.H.: No, they just had, I think they had water in the houses,
they had, I think, they had a sewage system.
~~: Running water?
D.H.: Yes.
~ C: Which they hadn't had that before probably.
D.H.: No, they hadn't that before. That, they had the baths,
they didn't know
-::::1lC: Didn't knml lhat to do with them.
D.B.: What to do with them, so they put the coal in it. But-a,
see, I don't know really, I euess all that was done, you see
was four years old before when we got there.
~t.: Sure.
D.S. : hhuh.
D.F.: And-a, I ••• , I believe Chester came, he was over here about
a year before I came. So he ••• , he came, Ah ••• , I ... ,
let me think ••••• I think he came a little bit earlier than
that, I guess 38, ••• in the fall of 38. He was here a
year ahead of that.
D.S.: Uhhuh.
:D~: I was just wondering in your talking with wives and people
if you have many people ~~~i~~~that they wished they
were back up on the mountain.
D.B.: to, I think, I think, they'd gotten so they had gotten to
like








Yes, I think they reall like to think their children were
getting an education.
They really had improved themselves?
Yes.
Then in general even if they may have missed all their
environment.
I think tho) li_ed that, they may have missed the kindJof
freedom, you know, the mountain was close, it wasn't like
they put them on absolute flat land.
I 0, that's true.
But I'm sure ••• , I'm sure they would have missed their
mountain. Don't you think?
Oh, I think so, yes.
Oh golly.
I'm sure they did, I was just wondering if they did by the
time you was dealing with them, if they.had adapted to
their new lives.
D.l.: I think pretty well.
D.S.: That was fast then.
D.H.: Jell, they still had some murder cases after we came. I
remember there was one at ~lint uill. I was over with
:lie. :
Chester one day and sat through a, I guess they were
selecting a jury. Then we had one here, a man that worked
for us, he killed a man.
":PC: That Vias with in the community?
D.lI.: Huh?
~C: It was ••• , was someone murdering someone else with in the
communities?
D.lI.: Yes.
T •.. There's still a lot of that going on.
:J)t,: Yes, I know. (J aughed) It sure is.
D. "l"1" • : ::y, L1Y dau.e ter, I mean my e;l~andclaugh ter said \1/8 ShOlll help.
Say, "I \fonder why there are such mean people i. this
county?" Say nO"I, "Do vn in -orth Carolina," she said, "they
don't have that." And I said, II"/ell" •••• , she said, 'P:Jhy do
you suppose that vias?" II":Jell," I said, "I\h, I believe it
is lack of education," and I said, "These people, they're,
tl-J.ey live. in the mountain. So many you lrnow, we are in
the mountain here".
YCr: Th tIs the nay you settled your problems •••• , sometimes.
And-a, •• ves. They were vindictive. They di nIt, they
would do mean things. Go and ~cll, poison the 7ater, poison
t. e .ogs, or somethine, or they Vlould burn the houses
down. ~hcy were, people VIas afraid to leave their homes
and even to go a~ay for the cay, they didn't . now if the
Vlould have a house Vlhen they eot home •. If someone was
feuding with them.
D. S. : Uhhuh.
YC-: Uhhu 1.
D.B.: And-a, I guess it was just survival of the fittest, or
maybe survival of the cleverest.
(All 1m ghed)
:l7G: That's probably more like it.
D.l:.: The one that could beat the other. I, I enjoyed that book
by Poll oelr •
D.S.: Yes.
~~: Uhhuh, that's a very interesting book.
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D.ll.: Simply because, you know, it was a forerunner of vhat we
experienced ihen we came here.
J 1;: Sure. Did you ever meet !v.r. Polloc1{?
D. __ • : r 0 ••• , let me, I don't believe, I don't knon. I believe he
was still alive when we ••••••
D.S.: Oh yes.
D.I=. : I !?lean••• , we probably had. 1.'las he kind a, of a large
broad face man?
D.S.:











Ire was of small stature.
Small, naybe I'm t~inking of someone else. ut, I don't
know if he was coming up to Skyland as much when •••••
Probably not.
Because you see, Big rleado\'ls was built later, so Skyland
was THE place to go. I renember in the old, you know,
they had a lovely big old dinning room there in an old
building there, but that burnt.
Right.
And-a, but, that was really a good ••• , ah, just a good
place for social gatheringso
rhhuh.
So we would go there real often.
Yes.
Of course, Big Ifeadmls was nice. It was a nice place to
take guest, and they all enjoyed it. It was rustic, and-a ••
Uhhuh.
But we don't, I don't, we don't seem to get up on the
mountain li1{e we use to. 7e enjoyed it so much. But \Ie
\'las so busy.
. .. se to go
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lot, I guess.
D.H. : Oh, \Ie \'lent an aVfful lot. '::e went there all the time.
I believe about every Sunday, ~e'd go. I use to love to
fix up a, you ~noJ, a reGular dinner, and then~pac~ it
GO it was hot, quietly go up on the mountain, we would make
our coffee up t~ere. rr, on Sunday, I'd have a roast and
fix DaSle _ potatoes Ip there
D.5.: Oh, ny goodness •
• • • •
D " .. .. •1iDa beans, and ~ave a regular dinner, or I'd, some
night, I would fix up SODO corn beef an cabbage and tate off.
])a. : AVfay you rroul go, 11l1~?
D. '.: Gne night went over to tte fall,~ he was coning
fro/ 1 here, -,-'edt and I 1[ s already up there " ft/~~
~~~~~~'
D.S.: O\'f, you Vfc. S 11entior.ing a ~:rs. !{ug
D.I.: Uhhuh. Yes, I can't recall her first name, but ;·jrs. FU8h...£o
had been teaching public speaking to the Senator's wives,
an I thin~, ~er husband was connected with the government
in some way, so she becane very interested in this one
project at "lint I~ill, Tirginia. So, she an her husband
bought one of the .ouses just li:e tle •••• , the people
there, that \las r.lOvec' from the park Mtt, end fi ed it up.
I remember t>ey had bun~-<.:: beds, tryine; to live in a
pri:.1i tive 'fay. nd-a, she was very _~ch interested in
promoting education and advantages ••••••
D.S.: Uhhuh.
I. .: • • • • • • to tre people of the community there. And-a, she and
one ",amily she visited, rJ.ile, she had Lashed potatoes, they
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wereh ving dinner, and she had mashed these lovely f~uffy
1hite potatoes and fried salt pork seemed to be the meat,
for the meat for the day, so, one of the girls took the
grease from meat fried and poured this allover the potatoes.
(I aughed)
D. S. : flashed potatoes, Oh.
D.H.: That 'was one thing rs. IIughA.id, try to do. She brought
several times, food editor from Washington and tried to
get the people to be more interested in the proper nutrition.
D.S.: Did she have trouble communicating with them? They••• ah,
you know, their use of words 1as not as great as hers.
D.].: 1'0, I think she communicated very 1ell.
D.S.: Uhhuh.





D. II • :
Uhhuh.
Uhhuh. But, of course, it was new to them o Ah, about the
food like we had. That you should have your proteins and
carbohydrates, and so on. They didn't know anything about
that, but if you told them what foods, you know, they
could understan~ t~at.
Uhhuh.
But-a, also they didn't have the advantages to purchase
food like others did. They vlere depended on what they gre\!
in t~eir gardens. They would have potatoes, their vegetables,
and so they just ate what t~ey had. And with meat they didn't
go out ••••• , lived out in the country, and couldn't buy
meat like we did. So, they depended mostly on meat they
slaughtered themselves, which was mostly pork.
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••••• and bury ••••
That's right. Yes.
So, that VIas ••• their great food item •
Do you recall h01 they kept t~eir vegetables over the
linter?
I don't •••• t~ink so, I thin;: •••



















•••• them in the ground.
Uhhuh.
And, I ~as 'londering if they continued doing that.
rJell, I thinl: some of them did. I think some of them
TIould dig trenches and put potatoes in them.
Uhhuh.
And, by the time VIe \fere there they knew hOYI to can.
Dell, they canned, also in the mountain.
Yea, they canned, but sweet potatoes and a lot of time they
kept their sweet potatoes, I think, right in the house.
Because sweet potatoes are difficult to hold, think you have
to have some heat with those.
D.S.: Yea. Uhhuh.
D.iT.: ut, I think, turnips and potatoes and things like that,
I think they did ••• , just dig a trench and I thin~, put
straw over them.
D.S.: That's right. Yea, Thhuh. So, that custom then continued




"'ell, t: at Pi. kes serGe.
T es •
•S.: But they had refrigerators, didn't tl oy? ~ these houses?
n.1:.: l'.fhen they \'Jere moved they d refrigerators. Oh, there's
one little interesting tLing I remember about, pratic~lly
everyone of t1e people ttev' oved ought their box\'Joods
'lith the , an~ because t~ey felt t.at \'Jas just tra itional,
I c;uess. rp'.e~T al:ra s have had boxrroods. Vou ca- Gee 'I ere
houses had bee"1 a ban O'led in t'1e nountain there is a1\'JRYs
boxnood •
. s.: Oh, I idn't n10'! that.
D. '.: _ut any'.'!ay, t".e ~'I y t' ey di , t"ey cut ....~l)rigs of box 1000.
off an stuc: them in potatoes, an brought ther dO\'Jn,
and in that 'lay they rooted tLer.1 •
.s.: In t~e potat08s?
D.'·.: "es, in t'.e potatoec, that's ':rLat they told LIe. (18,U81ed)
.s.: "ave you ever L'ied it you' self?
D. TT.: r 0, I .l..ever have. ut, the re son I am sure it \'forked was
because I remeober yea_s ago my :other getting a slip of a
rose c;oraniun, which is not an easy plant to root ••••
D.S.:
· .. A .d, she ':Ioule' sp it the bootorl of the root and put an oat,
or a grain of oat ••• :n it. he oat sprouted and, of
course, that broueht the nutrient to tho plant. So, I'm
sure puttinG it in a potato it will live. (laughed)
.s.: _88.
D.]. : Pu t, t:.l.en the" rooted t' eir box"/ood like that.
• ,S. : __ \'IOn er v/hat box tlOO }lad for them, vl11Y it \/as tI a i tional ?
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D.H.: lell, I don't know. You go into old cemeteries there is
always box~oo(s.
D.S.: Uhhuh.
D.Il.: there is always. It's a southern thing, I guess, to have
boxwood. You don't find it in the north.
D.S.: But these people ~eren't really southerns.
D.H.: '.lell, yes, there in Tennessee and P/est Virginia, and
Virginia.
D.S.: Yes, I mean, they •••• , ah, they ~ercn't part of the main
stream of the south.
D.F.: 1'0.
D.S.: fhat I mean ••••••
D.lf.: They were the mountain, the mountain people.
D.S.: Uhhuh, yes.
l.H.: ~he mountain southern, I guess you might call them.
D.S.: They get ••• , they get their customs as they had been when
they came to this country.
D.H.: Yes, Uhhuh.
D.S.: And, I Vias just wondering vvhat boxwood had to do with it.
D.H.: And I kno~ they would ••• , they would still gather ginseng.
D.S.: Uhhuh.
l.li.: They ~ould gather ginseng to sell.
D. S.: Uhhuh.
D.f.: And, I can remember ••• , ah, one of the home ••• , we always
called then homsteaders. I remember, he had to tare a group
1
of people over to the hospital, he drove my husban~car ~nd
they, he wanted me to go along. ~y husband always wanted me
to go along to kind-a look after things, and, I remember
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on tte way bac~ he had to stop by at a little road side
store because he had sone ginseng to take in there. (laughed)
D.S.: e aughed Uhhuh.
D.:r.: And, but now I guess they aren't allow to, they use to go
in the mountain, but now they areD't allowed to pick it.
'3ut it is very expensive, very expensive.
D.S.: Uhhuh. That's rig t. Yes, ••• they stopped them from doing
t~at because they pratically wiped the ginseng out.
D•• o Yes, Uhhuh. I know that •
•s.: Ah, you visited many of the families?
D.l • : Yeo, I \'~ll ••• , I would go ••• \/i th my husband on trips
vhen •• , they would have communties meetings and, or we just
go out to visit some of the families. "aybe one family,
or two families, one time and someone else, and go along the
way and probably meet somebody and have a chat with them.
I'd go in the house ane sit and visit with the women and talk
to the children. There was always a group of children around.
nd-a, I always enjoyed talking to them. They always,
alw ys was glad to hear anything you had to say.
D.S.: Uhhuh.
D.lT.: Just anxious for news of what was going on around, and,
prehaps from different groups of people •••• , seeing what
their vievs were. And-a • • •




Yes, I think they were. The children were usually bare-
foote, but the 70men had~.~~
~//~./~. ~AJU¥~~~ ~
~~~~~~.
~hatls it, yes. And they were not wearing shoes, so I was
ITondering if •••• and, then••••••
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D. _=. : Sec, they moved them closer to to 'InS, and it didn't take
them long to, you knou, learn the TIays of, of t~e town
people. And the chil ren went to school regularly which
makes a different.
D.S.: Sure.




D.S.: ':Jhat was in their houses? How was their houses furnished?
D. T.: \"ell, they had linoleum on the floors, no one had rugs.
They were all •••.• linoleum rugs. Sometiles they would
call it a drug-it ••••• a drug-it.
D.S.: A drug-it. (Laughed)
D.I T .: Yes, a drug-it. And, of course, they had a kitchen stove,
a v/ood stove.
D.S.: Yes.
D.H.: And, that iould be, then they woul have another ••••• , a
smaller stove, you know, for heating in the winter time.
The houses weren't big, I thinle they were about four rooms,
or five. A couple of bedrooms, and a kitchen, and maybe one
they 'Jould use for a living room o 110st of them had to use
all the rooms for bedrooms, except the kitchen.
D.S.: Ah!
D.H.: Because there were more in the family.
D.S.: Sure.
D. T .: And-a, but I never was in a house that Vias, Oh, once or tuice











Rut families like that usually didn't make it. (Laughed)
Yes.
And-a, then ••••
Then, you say didn't make it, so what happened to them?
Did your husband then step in?
~ell, the government would just decide that, you know.
Uhhuh.
If they are not living up to really what their responsi-
bilities, then someone else could come in and take it
over.
D.S.: I see.
D.~·.: Because, I mean, if they were not getting anywhere .0 •••
because these homesteads were established so the people
could better themselves.
D.S.: Uhhuh.
D.H.: And-a, if they had no desire to do that, they were
constantly drinking or, you know •...
D.S.: Uhhuh.






You know it eventually gets to a point help doesn't do
any good. But, I found most of the homes were very neat
very neat.
Uhhuh. Yeso
And the y c;: r ds, but, of course, some of them Vlould sweep
their yards. That's an old custom, you know, to have a dirt
yard, but sweep it. lave it swept clean. And others, most
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of them enjoyed their flowers, have their little flower
gardens, and raised lovely flowers. I had many bouquets
given to me from them •
•S.: Yes. Ah, was their furniture purchased for them, or did
they have to buy it?
D.H.: They could pick it out. I think the government allowed them
so much, enough, enough, you kn07, because they didn't
have anything to move with really.
D.S.: 1:0.
D.I.: That was worth moving. And-a, so the government allowed
them, you knoY, enough to be cOMfortable. A bed, and,I
suppose, a dresser, weren't expensive things, they weren't
expensive.
D.=:.: Put better than they had.
D.S.: Sure.
D.H.: And, so, they were, they had enough to make them comfortable.
And after that if they wanted to add it was up to them.
D.S.: That's right. I just wondered about getting them started.
D.J.: And some of them, I remember on one tract in Elkton, there
\'Jas such a fine man, 11 a basket maker,. he is still vlorking
today. ~hey bought their place. And, he still makes
baskets, and chairs, and hampers, and all of that, and I
still taLe, when one of ny pieces wears out, the seat,
you kno '{, of a split bottom chair, why he repairs it.
D.S.: rhhuh.
D.H.: And, so many of them have made good, been very successful.
The children have done \'Jell ••..••••.
D.S.:















That's, that's the thing, I think, that has been the
greatest benefit, the children has done so well.
I've known some of the children to become lawyers, and
doctors, really professional people.
Uhhuh ••• Yes. Uhhuh.
And so, it vas there ••••• , all the time •••••
Oh yes!
It was a lack of education on their part.
They had •••• , they weren't •••• , yes, they had •••• , they




~ight •••• , they were. Ah, you got along well with them
and enjoyed theil, so they naturally lited you too.
Yes, I .• , I enjoyed them very much, and remember many of
them. And, I can remember one young woman, she was daughter
of one of the families, and we went ••• , she, she worked
at a restaurant and she would come over and have her hair
done at the same place I had nine done, and she remarked
to this woman that had this shop. She thought T;rs. IT oush
was so nice, she didn't expect people like her to talk
to her 5 or remember her.
Oh. (Laughed)
So, it never has bothered me, people are people, and I am
no better than anyone else. It's just fortunate, fortunate




D. TT .: Different circumstances, I wouldn't say class, just
different circunstances which make a difference •
. •S.: Uhhuh. Yes, right.
So, tl at VIas • • • •
.S.: ~id you notice any peculiarity in speech with these people?
D.B. : 'Joll, they have, there is, there is ~-:ind of a, there is a
-rw/t7f/B
little accent t~ere or something. A little ~e or, just
a little difference. I really can't describe it ••••
. ,s.: U}111Uh.
i .... : lut it is different ••••
"'J.3.: Yea.
D.I .: An, thC'jJi1a1-:e, I thin1:, they have different expressions
for different things that happoned that was perhaps a
little different fror.l the \'Jay we \Jould express it.
j.S.: :Iht-uh.
D.li.: I don't recall right now exactally •••• vJhat.
D. S.: The men \Jere all c ean shaven, 'leren' t they? .~ost of them •
•L.: Yes, uhhuh.-
D.S.: I wonder what they used? I haven't been able to find out
\'J at they used.
D. :.: Well, they just used soap.
D.S.: And a razor.
D• .I. : razor ••••
D.S.: A strap razor.
•H. : I iFlagine,
D.S.: Uhhuh.
strap razor •
D.: .• : I wouldn't be surprised if they weren't using a safety razor




D.:'.: They used that, and tre families vere still making that
old soap, you know. The homema e soap, with the lye.
D.S.: Uhhuh •
•E.: And-a, they lived by that soap.
D.S.: You know t~at was very soft, it made your hands soft.





• • • •
D.~.: It was pure. (Laughed)
D.S.: That's right. Yea. Did they, did the men do any moonshining,'
that you were able to ~ear of?
~. i.: I imagined it went on. (laughed) I iMagine it went on.
But of course, I didn't know.
D.S.: Yea •
•TT.: I imagine my husband would have known, but that wasn't
anything we talked about. But, I'm sure, I'm sure where
they could they had stills. (Taughed)
D.S.: Yea, that was a wa of life with them. It was.
l).:T.: Yes, they had their corn. They planted their corn. They
didn't plow their land, perhaps lifted a stone where the
ground was soft under it and put some kernals there and it
grevt.
D.S.: Uhhuh.
D.H. : Even on the p.lOuntain side, they do that 'there it was uneven.
D.S.: Uhhuh.
D.!'.: But, they had their corn crop.
D.S.: Yea.
D.!:.: They didn't buy very much, I think, perhaps all they bought
was their sugar and coffee.
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D.S.: Uhhuh.
D.B.: Things they couldn't grow.
D.S.: Uhhuh.
D.ll.: And, of course, they collected vlild food.
Collected berries an fruits.
D.S.: Ah, do you know how many actual , settlements there were?
D.H.: I think there were seven.
D.S.: Seven?
D.P.: Uhhuh. There was t/./o at Elkton, •••• and I'm not sure
weather I:adison had two, but I ImoVl there VIas one at
Hadison, in l1adison County, right outside of 1'1adison••••
D.S.: lJolftovm?
D.I~.: '701ftovm, yes. And then there was one at Flint !-lill and











I think that takes them all in •••• Uhhuh ••• And, I think •••
\Jere they all simiJar?
ro, some were, most were similar, the only one was
radically different was the one in Green County.
In vrhat way?
That was kind of a dream of one of the governemnt agriculture
official that it should be patterened after a French farm
village.
Qh.
So, they had purchase an old estate there, really where an
old school was, a private school, and the idea was to








And then all the farms work was on the outline districts.
Is this the school that is in that book of pictures?
Yes, yes, that's the •••• , that's the school.
Uhhuho Yea.
D.B.: And, but, you Gec, the little sottlement was on quite a












D. I • :
D.S.:
So, there was no farm land right there. It Was all outside.
Uhhuh, Yes.
The flatlands, wherc they did the farming, So the men
vould go out and farm in the morning and then they would
come home, to their (laughed) little homes at nights.
Uhhuh. Did they like it?
.lell, I, of course, I '!ouldn't kno! enough about that.
I didn't believe I visited in that, in that settlement
as much perhaps as I did some of the others.
Because that is quite a ifferent idea.
Yes, it was entirely different •••• I don't •••• , evidently
it wasn't a success. ecause, I believe ••••• they •••
I don't believe they 'Jere satisfied. Uil1'l:l~ alma b it.
You knoN, you think about it, there las no protection
of the vegctables against the eleMonts, or against
rabbits •••••••
10, it vias all out •••••
It was away from their homes ••••••
That's right.
And, so they couldn't watch over it.
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D.H.: Po, and so much of the time; now if they wanted to come home •••
be, have lunch at noon, I thint most of the people ate
their big, now like we call lunch they call dinner and at
night had what they called supper.
D.S. : Yea.
D.H.: •• and, a, I think they like to come home.
D. S.: Uhhuh.
D.H.: Be able to, if they wanted, go to the well to get a drink
of water ••••
D.S.: Yea, uhhuh.
1.11.: •••• or something. Because, I, I really don't believe that,
that 10rked out, that ideate
D.S.: Uhhuh. Ah, it would be ••••. it sounds good.
D.P.: Uhhuh.
1). S. : But ••••
D.H. : One thing, ei'IB tlrLTg, the vlay they arranged for the people.
The reason vhy ••• the people was moved out of the mountain
was because the Skyline Drive was put through, and all these
people had to be relocated. So, what they did, that was
the reason for the settlements in different places ••••••
D. S.: Uhhuh.
D.1I.: But because they had located the people close to where they
had lived.
D S.: Uhhuh.
D.II.: Whereever there was a town close by that's where they were
put to live. And-a, I thinl{, on a whole, it worked out for
those who stuck it out, very successfully. There was some
very fine people froM,that resulted from these moves.
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Butit vIas very ne '{ to them, they \Jeren' t use to modern
conveniences, and in~ the settlement over in Ida Valley
they had bathrooms, and-a, I know one family that kept
their coal in the bath tub. (Laughed)
D.S.: (laughed) Yea.
D.].: So ••..
D.S.: ~hat elB~ do you do with a bath tub? (Laughed)
D.H.: But •••• , I •••• , and that, that became one of our ver:!.
successful family.
D. S. : I t di d?
D.q.: Yes, Uhhuh. ~1"e eventually, ah, he 'las able to purchase a
farm of his own.
D.S.: Oh, great.
D.S.: And-a, •••
D.S.: Then was he allowed to sell •••. , his house?
D.I T .: ves. After, you see, they all were privileged to buy
their places eventually, you see, that's the way it worked.
D S.: Uhhuh. Uhhuh.
D u •• 1 •• They could own their own little farm.
D.S.: Uhhuh. I think, that the people, well, now say a person
had no skills of any kind, and there was quite a number had
to go on welfare. Ah, were they put in these settlement
houses too?
n --1" .. .. I don't know. I don't remember of anyone they took from
welfare. I mean, any •... , I'm sure that those mountain
people all knew ho\'! to do something •








D.' .: Cf course there nicht have been, I don't ..nO\'I \'leather they
put them ir: those 10rleS or' not.
T).S.: :.Ih lLl. es •
• I.: The~ ua ~ave just moved into a community •
.s.: Uhhuh.
D.'.: I Vlouldn't, I never thoug}:t about that, and
.S.: Thhuh.
never hear •
l ... : Of cours, (s I have said, t'~ e scttleme!'ts tl e, they Vlere
all relocate
D.S.: T es •
• • • • •
• • • • • before we came •••••
j.S.: TThhuh •
. .. ••• in 19--, ~' husban 7as here in 1937, he caMe a year
before I came e Vlould conmute to . 'organtovm. (Laug} e )
1). S. : Oh, r 0 !
D. T • : That ViaS ..., Yes. That was quite a rive • For, maybe one




he trouble was findin~ a place to stay.
rye .: ~hat \'las very difficult in a small town of ~l~tonQ You
~no\'l eve~yone owned tleir ho.e and there \'las just very
fe'l to Tent.
I .S. : Yes.
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.I • • : ~ut •••• , so ••• , ':e finally faun a place •
• S. : Uhhllh.
-T •. .. AEd live. there fo~ awhile. '.'e like it, I've, I've loved
livi~£ here in lirginia, I li~e t}e -ountains. (-aughe~)
Deall; lovef the~.
D.S.: Yea. - huh. a too. I thi~' there is a beauty about
ttem and it's always changinc.
D. T. : }~u t v ou see, a •••• , then tr ey also had medical and dent 1
care. ~u t \/hen one (laughed) had their tonsils out,
everyone had to have their tonsils out. (laughed)
D.S.: (taughed)
~hat's tile \'lay it \'lould GO, you tno/. They, there was that
little feeling, it, you Might say, jealousy•
. 5.: ~iB;rt.
.... .. -'eturall:;, little cl1viol1s.
D.S.: Sure.
D. -- • : Ar (1, the SD.me 'lay \'.'hen they got the thin rs in the houses.
I renernber one woman, one family 'las satisfied wit~ one
linoleum rUG, but they found out that othors was having
tva or three, Why then they descided they, they would like
three. (faughed)
D. S.: t'hhuh. _ea.
D.T.T.: So •••
J. T.: Of course, I didn't (now too ~uch about their intimate
lives•. nd ho\'/ they got along \'lith their neighbo s. I,




D.H.: And, ~hen they lived in the mountains they had a hard life,
and it was an a~ful lot of rivalry and ill feelings •••••••.
D.S.: Uhhuh.
D." .: •••• amongst nlany of tIle people, and I suppose it ju.st
too~ time too. (laughed) But some of those habits would
still remain.
D.S.: Yes. 7ell, that's true, because some of the people that
were left in the hollows where the park didn't buy, they ~
y • c still the saJe way that t~ey were back in those days.
D• •. Yes. For the most part, I think for the most part, I think
they ccid very well. Just v isi ting in their homes they
seemed just like any other farm family.
D.S.: Yes.
D. -.: ~nd-a, at least they di nIt complain to me, I didn't hear
any complaints. They were just very pleasant, and •••.••
interested in anything I was doing or anything that I
could tell them.
D.B.: Did they play any music?
J •.c • : 'Jell, I don' t kno~. ·:lhat .... , I don't remember •••• , I
don't remember, I "las trying to thir.. : weather I saw a piano
in any place, or an organ •••• , I thin';:;:, they are ••.••
D.S.: How about a banjo?
J). I. : A gui tar?
D.S.: It would've been banjos, or guitars, violins, or fid lese
D.TT.: Guitars eo ••• , yes, I think a fiddle.
D.S.: Uhhuh.
D.l.: rut you see, ~hen I visited t~em, now if we had been there in




D.~~.: But see, it would be in the day time and the men would be
busy and the women, you know, were busy too.
D.S.: Uhhuh.
D.E.: They had things to look after. Put ••••
D.S.: I certainly do thank you. You have cleared up whole lot
of gaps that we had.
D.H. : It Uas so long that, as I say, things are just kind of • • •
D.S.: Of course it's a long while ago. 7e should have been
doing this years and years ago.
D.H.: And I guess you know what happened later on when the ones
would leave the homesteads that would leave extra homes.
D.S.: thhuh. Yea.
D.1'.: ••••• houses, and anyone who waMted to buy one of those
cOl~Jd uy them and they cou] d have it moved and make a
double, ma1:e a larger horne. T~any of them did that.
D.S.: I seee
D.F.: And that gave them a larger amount of property, and by that
time they ~ere able to do it.
DoS.: Uhhuh.
D.~.: And, so they had very niac places. ~as very surprising,
you could go on those places they hardly look~ like it
did when it first ctarted out.
D.S.: Yes, that's right.
D.H.: Uhhuh. They made nice homes out of them.
D.S.: Uhhuh. I know, Ida Valley doesn't look at all like it.
D.H.: Have you ever visited any of the homesteads around here?
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D.S.: Ida Valley, I have, and '701ftoi'm.
TT •...... ~ .. Oh, you have. rh uh.
D.S.: Those were the only two.
D.H.: You never visited the ones at Elkton? I think they have
developed so.
o. 1'[ not ezactally sure where they are.
D. IT • : lell, there is one on the r/ay as you to Harrison •••• ,
'!arrisonburg right close to V,lldon.
D.S.: Fhhuh. Oh.
D. J • : Uhhuh. And then there is one ••••••• , \'las trying to think
where the other oneLs on the other side. But, the one at
Iakton, cine; so close to Elkton has given them pretty
~ood advantages •••
D.S.: ,sure.
D.H.: You know, we always had pretty good schools •••• , and ••••
D.S.: _ig:.t.
D. -I.: I, I think t lat is a big advantage, I think. ~ ut now
t~at generation of children if they ad been in the mountcins
~no school. There just were no schools in the mountains,
very, very far, far apart.
~.s.: fhey were far apart. The )oungsters walked miles, and lots
of ti-ne the sno':1 so deep they couldn I t do it.
D P.: es. "Ch ul •
D.S.: Yes, but they did have about twenty.
D. TT .: Yes, they had for certain till1e of the year, you knN/. They
would have a school a little bit and the c il ren were
~ept . ODe to help \'lith anything they had to.
D.S.: That'sright. Sure.
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D.:'. : ':'ell, I hope I hel:s>e you.
:;. S.: ... ou certainly did.
J. T .: They are intelligent as I s y, just that they vere born
in different environments.
D.S.: That's rig~t.
D.;.: The~ didn't ~ave the advantages, as I say they had good
minds.
D.S.: They certainly ~d, and they still do.
D.FT.: Uhhuh.
D.S.: Their cuStOMS were different from ours, I'll grant you.
3ut ••••
D.H. : Of course, I haven't given any nanes which ••••
). S. : o ••••• lid ou kno J _ econess Futton?
D. F • : !Iuh?
D.S.: Did you know DeconeGs !utton?
D. S. : A wonderful, Vlon erful \'!oltw..n \'Iho lives up in Grove ;Ti11 •
• :1.: Ch, yes, over in .Shena.ndoclh. I.ear Shenan oah'?
D.S.: Yes, right.
D. S. : .' ell, bless her heart, I tol d her I wanted to intervie~1 her,
she sai , "I 'Ioul n' t do anything to hurt m people." I
said, "1 'Ioulc n' t 0 anything to hu~ t ther1 e1 ther," and
I said, "all I 1!/ant you to do is tell me about tl eir life
style. I don't give a darn what t~eir names are, I just
want to hear about their life style."
D H.: UhhuL.
D• .8.: ".Ie11, I don't "/ant to 0 anything to hurt my people."
~





Alrieht ••••• ~ight there ••••
I ITas eoing to read this, I have never read this.
Alright. And, so when I went thero we we absolutely
she said never gave you any names. I said "Pope."
... ,
